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2022 LITHIUM VALLEY NEWS CLIPS
As of July 19, 2022
Compiled by the CEC's Media and Public Communications Office

- Yahoo/AFP, Lithium promises revival for dying California inland sea (1/6/22)
  - (en Español) En California, la promesa del litio reaviva esperanzas en el mar de Salton
- NBC News San Diego, California’s Blueprint Budget Has $6.1 Billion for Electric Vehicle Initiatives (1/10/22)
- Calexico Chronicle, Newsom Voices Pledge to Lithium Valley (1/11/22)
- The Hill, Newsom allocates $22.5 billion to climate crisis in California budget proposal (1/11/22)
- Axios, Global race intensifies for EV raw materials (1/11/22)
- LA Times, Here’s how California plans to spend $37 billion fighting climate change (1/13/22)
- euronews, A new ‘white gold’ rush in California’s ‘Lithium Valley’ could power 6 million electric cars (1/13/22)
- Energy NewsData, Newsom Budget Adds $22.5 Billion for Climate Change and Energy (1/14/22)
- KXO-FM, Imperial County Applauds The California Blueprint (1/14/22)
- CNBC, How the U.S. fell behind in lithium, the ‘white gold’ of electric vehicles (1/15/22)
- NBC News, California’s Salton Sea is a potential hotspot for lithium production (1/17/22)
- POLITICO, Biden’s green agenda requires batteries, but building them is dirty business (1/18/22)
- WBUR, The dark side of green tech (1/19/22)
- LA Times, Lithium might not be a gold rush for California. But it could be for people near the Salton Sea (1/20/22)
- CBS Mornings, California’s next big valley, “Lithium Valley,” powering electric car future 1/24/22)
• Calexico Chronicle, Desert Valley Monofil to Expand Landfill Site (1/26/22)
• Desert Sun, OPINION: Will Salton Sea lithium dreams come true? It will be years before we know (2/11/2022)
• Berkeley Lab, Quantifying California’s Lithium Valley: Can It Power Our EV Revolution? (2/16/2022)
• Green Car Congress, Berkeley Lab leading investigation to quantify and characterize Salton Sea’s geothermal lithium resources (2/17/2022)
• Calexico Chronicle, The Tech Behind Salton Sea’s ‘White Gold’ Rush (2/18/2022)
• CBS 8, 'This is going to be a game changer’ | Treasure hidden under the Salton Sea could be inside the next car you buy (2/18/2022)
• Utility Dive, How much lithium can be extracted from the Salton Sea? A new DOE project seeks to find out. (2/18/2022)
• Clean Technica, The Salton Sea Geothermal Field In California–Quantifying California’s Lithium Valley: Can It Power Our EV Revolution? (2/22/2022)
• Renewables Now, California’s Imperial County plans lithium mining & geothermal energy (2/22/2022)
• CBS8, 'Saudi Arabia of lithium' is in Southern California (2/22/2022)
• Focus Technica, Lithium beneath California’s Salton Sea (2/22/2022)
• ArcaMax, Biden and Newsom want to secure a domestic supply chain for critical minerals (2/22/2022)
• White House, Remarks by President Biden at a Virtual Event on Securing Critical Minerals for a Future Made in America (2/22/2022)
• Desert Sun, Biden says commercial-scale lithium extraction possible in Imperial Valley by 2026 (2/22/2022)
• Innovation News Network, The vast range of zinc battery applications (2/23/2022)
• 93.7 The River, Federal Government To Invest Millions In CA To Start Mining Lithium (2/23/2022)
• KXO Radio, Lithium Valley Discussed (2/23/2022)
• Press News Agency, Biden Takes Step To Cut Into China’s Electric Battery Dominance (2/23/2022)
• News Nation USA, ‘Saudi Arabia of lithium’: Biden, Newsom announce $35M investment in California mineral mining (2/23/2022)
• Tucson Sentinel, White House turns to California desert for lithium boost (2/23/2022)
• LA Times, Biden and Newsom want to secure a domestic supply chain for critical minerals (2/24/2022)
• AP News, Biden wants to cut into China’s electric battery dominance (2/24/2022)
• Utility Dive, DOE announces supply chain strategy for clean energy (2/24/2022)
• The Detroit Bureau, EVs on Path to Become Cheaper than Gas Models (2/24/2022)
• Lithium Valle, Issue 1: Biden and Newsom signal a new era for Imperial County (2/25/2022)
• KESQ, ‘A clean energy economy’ for everyone? Salton Sea residents are not convinced yet (2/25/2022)
• Lifewire, OPINION: Automakers Need to Keep Their Promises for a Cleaner Future (2/25/2022)
• The Desert Review, CRT reaching out to local schools to train workforce for lithium windfall (2/25/2022)
• Reporter Wings, Biden Bets on U.S. Battery Independence (2/26/2022)
• Lithium Valle, Issue 2: IID sells 3,144 acres of lithium-rich land for $500 (3/4/2022)
• Climate Tech VC, White-hot carbon for code-red climate emergency (3/11/2022)
• Lithium Valle, Issue 3: In a desert region, water use for lithium recovery remains a big source of concern (3/11/2022)
• Wallstreet Online, Why Many Believe the Climbing Lithium Price Rally Should Continue (3/18/2022)
• Lithium Valle, Issue 4: In the Lithium Valley, public engagement remains limited to a few (3/18/2022)
- Industrial Equipment News, How a Few Geothermal Plants Could Solve America’s Lithium Supply Crunch (3/22/2022)
- Desert Sun, San Diego State University plans STEM education facility at Imperial Valley campus (3/24/2022)
- Lithium Valle, Issue 5: Imperial County green-lights SDSU science and tech campus (3/25/2022)
- The Morning Call, US seeks new lithium sources as demand for batteries grows (3/28/2022)
- The Times Gazette, Hot rocks: A geothermal future? (3/29/2022)
- Extreme Tech, Geothermal Plants Could Be a Future Source of Lithium (3/30/2022)
- LA Times, Biden may invoke Defense Production Act to encourage mining of minerals for electric vehicles (3/30/2022)
- The Detroit Bureau, Biden Moves to Ensure Steady Supply of Critical EV Minerals (3/31/2022)
- Forbes, Solar100’s: Tim Larrison, The Vince Lombardi Of Solar Finance (4/5/2022)
- News Channel 3, Leaders urge public participation in Salton Sea lithium extraction planning (4/7/2022)
- Game News 24, US companies want sustainable lithium mining technologies traditional methods don’t suit the country’s needs (4/8/2022)
- The Sentinel, Demand for lithium grows (4/10/2022)
- Calexico Chronicle, Board Appoints New County Auditor-Controller (4/13/2022)
- Calexico Chronicle, Will Defense Production Act Further Spur Lithium Valley Development? (4/14/2022)
- Reporter Wings, EV ‘Freak-Out Moment’ Looms Over Lithium, Rare Earths (4/14/2022)
• The US Express News, Automakers Accelerate Efforts to Secure Battery Raw Materials (4/15/2022)
• KYMA, Imperial County proceeds with Lithium Valley master planning (4/15/2022)
• Green Biz, New geothermal plants could solve America’s lithium supply crunch (4/15/2022)
• Lithium Valle, Issue 8: Will lithium save the Imperial Valley? (4/15/2022)
• The Salt Lake Tribune, How the Great Salt Lake soon could be powering your phone, computer and car (4/17/2022)
• Inside, As Lithium Drilling Advances at the Salton Sea, Researchers Work Out the Details (4/18/2022)
• PV Magazine, EV battery gigafactory with 54 GWh output planned for southern California (4/19/2022)
• KYMA, Dr. Ruiz, US Secretary of Energy Jennifer M. Granholm to visit Salton Sea (4/19/2022)
• KYMA, US Secretary of Energy visits Salton Sea to hear about environmental impacts (4/20/2022)
• Green Biz, Q1 2022: The hottest trends in corporate renewable energy procurements (4/21/2022)
• Desert Sun, Lithium Valley: Near the Salton Sea, residents want the federal government to address health concerns (4/21/2022)
• Game-News 24, An efficient lithium battery plant can begin by year-end in the united states (4/21/2022)
• Lithium Valle, Issue 9: The man behind Imperial Valley’s lithium-ion battery factory plans (4/22/2022)
• California Construction News, Massive $4 billion EV factory to be built in Imperial Valley with lithium resources from Salton Sea (4/22/2022)
• Calexico Chronicle, Energy Secretary Hears Concerns, Expectations Over Lithium Development (4/22/2022)
• KCET, How L.A.’s Energy Transition Could Shake up the Southwest (4/23/2022)
• LAP, Will Lithium Save California’s Imperial Valley? - LA Progressive (4/23/2022)
• Oilprice.com, Experts: U.S. Could Enter Lithium Market In A Very Big Way (4/24/2022)
• News Nation USA, Electric vehicle demand spurs ‘white gold’ rush at California’s largest lake (4/25/2022)
• IVP, 110 IN THE SHADE: Lithium, prosperity, and Imperial Valley (4/26/2022)
• Energy.gov, ICYMI: Secretary Granholm Visited California to Highlight President Biden’s Investments For an Equitable Transition to Clean Energy (4/27/2022)
• NND, California considers regulations for manufacturing and disposing of electric vehicle batteries (4/27/2022)
• Calexico Chronicle, Community Input Sought for CERF Grant Application (4/28/2022)
• Raul Ruiz, Following Visit To The Salton Sea, Dr. Ruiz & U.S. Energy Secretary Granholm Put Community Needs At The Forefront In Congressional Hearing (4/28/2022)
• Seeking Alpha, Berkshire Hathaway: Lithium Prospector (4/28/2022)
• Desert Sun, Lithium Valley Commission, hamstrung for funds, is moving slowly as October deadline looms (4/29/2022)
• Lithium Valle, Issue 10: Calipatria city leaders object to Imperial County’s lithium economic plan (4/29/2022)
• Forbes, Skyrocketing Lithium Prices Highlight Need For New Technologies (5/2/2022)
• The Desert Review, Division 5 BOS candidates sound off on solar, lithium, and more (5/2/2022)
- My San Antonio, Biden order to boost mining may not have quick payoff (5/3/2022)
- The US Express News, Lithium Play increases its profits, prospects (5/3/2022)
- News Nation USA, Lithium Play Surges On Earnings, Outlook (5/3/2022)
- CNBC, How the Salton Sea could supply enough lithium to meet total U.S. demand (5/4/2022)
- Honest Columnist, The Salton Sea could produce the world's greenest lithium, if new extraction technologies work (5/4/2022)
- Water Education Foundation, The salton sea could produce the world's greenest lithium (5/4/2022)
- Archynetys, Lithium stocks white-sizzling: Albemarle shares soar just after Livent earnings, outlook surge (5/4/2022)
- LA Times, Standing on the Continental Divide, where wind energy could reshape the West (5/5/2022)
- OilPrice.com, The Next Frontiers in the Lithium Boom (5/7/2022)
- Forbes, 2022: The Great Boom or Great Bust for Electric Vehicles (5/9/2022)
- Lithium Valle, Issue 11: Lithium Valley Commission fills vacant seat (5/6/2022)
- CNN Business, This California desert could hold the key to powering all of America’s electric cars (5/11/2022)
- Calexico Chronicle, Gathering Lithium Valley Letters No Easy Feat (5/11/2022)
- Houston Style Magazine, This California desert could hold the key to powering all of America's electric cars (5/11/2022)
- News AKMI, Everyone’s on the Hunt for the Element Lithium (5/11/2022)
- Adapt, Remote California Lake is a Lithium Hotbed (5/13/2022)
• Calexico Chronicle, Lithium Valley Commission Backs Imperial County (5/13/2022)
• Desert Sun, Lithium Valley: Imperial County big winner in California budget revision (5/13/2022)
• Desert Sun, Lithium Valley: A look at the major players near the Salton Sea seeking billions in funding (5/13/2022)
• SDSU NewsCenter, Gov. Newsom Proposes $80M Investment in SDSU Imperial Valley Site (5/13/2022)
• KYMA, SPECIAL REPORT: Lithium Valley – Recovery metal from the Salton Sea (5/13/2022)
• Calexico Chronicle, Sen. Hueso, Asm. Garcia Call for Lithium Valley Unity (5/14/2022)
• Environmental News Bits, How a few geothermal plants could solve America’s lithium supply crunch and boost the EV battery industry (5/16/2022)
• KCO Radio, Governor's Budget Revisions (5/16/2022)
• Medium, Does the U.S. Have Enough Lithium to Support the Growing EV Market? (5/16/2022)
• Calexico Chronicle, County Seeks Lithium Valley Funding for Infrastructure (5/18/2022)
• Prospect, California Might Pass Its Own Personal Build Back Better (5/20/2022)
• Calexico Chronicle, Questions On Decorum, Attendance Mark IID Forum (5/21/2022)
• MSN, Lithium Shortage Expected to Spike EV Prices and Battery Costs (5/23/2022)
• Laconia Daily Sun, Gerald Brooks: Using renewable energy for vehicles is cost prohibitive (5/23/2022)
• The Desert Review, Equitable Access Program will bring construction jobs to Lithium Valley (5/23/2022)
• The Detroit Bureau, EV Sales Growing Fast, But Stellantis CEO Tavares Warns of “Many Bumps” Along the Way (5/24/2022)
• List 23, With magnetic nanoparticles, a new technique extracts lithium from water (5/25/2022)  
• Reporter Wings, Toxic California Lake Has Lithium to Power EVs for Decades, Make US Less China-Dependent (5/25/2022)  
• The Desert Review, Lithium Commission listens to funding availability from feds, state (5/27/2022)  
• Inside Climate News, Powering Electric Cars: the Race to Mine Lithium in America’s Backyard (5/31/2022)  
• The Desert Review, Historic Turning Point for Imperial County (5/31/2022)  
• Joel Dodge, What if Joe Manchin is a secret supply-side progressive? (6/1/2022)  
• Politico, The state lawmaker all in on lithium (6/1/2022)  
• News WWC, Stellantis secures lithium supply from California for EV batteries – ET Auto (6/2/2022)  
• Conceptcarz, Stellantis Secures Low Emissions Lithium Supply for North American Electric Vehicle Production From Controlled Thermal Resources (6/2/2022)  
• Seeking Alpha, Stellantis signs 10-year lithium supply deal with California’s CTR (6/2/2022)  
• KCET, Commentary: How the Salton Sea Came to Be Viewed as a 'Lost Cause' (6/3/2022)  
• Democratic Underground, This California desert could hold the key to powering all of America’s electric cars (6/5/2022)  
• American Machinist, Stellantis Hooks Up U.S. Supply for Lithium (6/6/2022)  
• The Hill, EVs heading into price ranges fit for mass adoption (6/7/2022)  
• The Washington Post, Transcript: Transportation for All (6/7/2022)  
• Nasdaq, A Lithium Rush Is On at California’s Salton Sea: Who Are the Players? (6/8/2022)  
• Elko Daily, Rhyolite Ridge: Investing in the future (6/8/2022)  
• San Diego Business Journal, Great Ecology Recognized as Wetlands Hero (6/13/2022)
• Market Screener, One World Lithium Inc. - Direct Lithium Extraction Crucial as 'Driving' Force for Electric Vehicles (6/20/2022)
• Public Utilities Fortnightly, Making Less Vulnerable the Minerals Critical to Power’s Future (6/20/2022)
• KCET, Imperial County Supports Proposed Lithium Flat Tax (6/22/2022)
• The Desert Review, Taxes and transmission - obstacles for Lithium Valley (6/22/2022)
• Automotive News, Trade groups think through tomorrow’s supply chain (6/23/2022)
• Orange County Breeze, Treasurer Ma announces sales tax exclusions supporting domestic lithium production, advanced transportation and clean recycling (6/24/2022)
• Desert Sun, Yes, let’s import water for the Salton Sea — but from the Pacific Ocean (6/29/2022)
• CGTN, Region blighted by drought, water contamination now being used for lithium source (6/29/2022)
• Bloomberg Tax, Lithium Tax on Tap as Boon for California’s Imperial Valley (6/29/2022)
• California Political Review, Stein: Dark Clouds on the horizon for Electric Vehicles (6/29/2022)
• Benzinga, California's Lithium Tax Could Upset GM, Stellantis' EV Ambitions (6/29/2022)
• News WWC, California lithium tax would delay shipments to automakers, executives warn – ET Auto (6/30/2022)
• Desert Sun, Lithium Valley: Calif. Legislature approves per-ton lithium taxes, hefty development funds (6/30/2022)
• KESQ, Salton Sea lithium suppliers say new CA tax bill is too high (6/30/2022)
• Yahoo! Finance, California Goes Ahead With Lithium Tax Despite Protests From EV Suppliers (7/1/2022)
• Times of San Diego, California Approves Tax on Lithium Mining Despite Auto Industry Pushback (7/1/2022)
• S&P Global, INTERVIEW: Statevolt jumpstarting 'hyperlocal' strategy for California battery sector, says CEO (7/1/2022)
• The Desert Review, Lithium tax to create revenue stream for Valley (7/1/2022)
• KESQ, Valley high school grad innovates lithium extraction device, presents patent to Salton Sea Authority (7/1/2022)
• The Desert Review, State budget commits $80 million to bolster STEM education, research in Imperial Valley (7/2/2022)
• ABC News, What you need to know about critical minerals and climate change (7/6/2022)
• Seeking Alpha, New California Tax Good News For Nevada And Lithium Americas Stock (7/6/2022)
• Times of San Diego, OPINION: Is SDSU’s Imperial Valley Campus a Boondoggle in the Making? (7/6/2022)
• Mel Magazine, A Day At The Beach On A Disappearing Sea (7/7/2022)
• Reporter Wings, West Europe sales tank again, EV swappable batteries, Sony/Honda BEV JV detailed – the week (7/8/2022)
• JD Supra, California 2022–2023 Energy Budget (7/11/2022)
• Crossroads Today, 5 things to know for July 12: Shinzo Abe, January 6, Gun laws, Covid-19, Sri Lanka (7/12/2022)
• Green Car Congress, DOE announces finalists of Geothermal Lithium Extraction Prize (7/14/2022)
• California Energy Markets, California Offshore Wind Planning Draft Report Closer to CEC Adoption (7/15/2022)
• Head Topics, Greener Electric Car Batteries? (Ask A Scientist) (7/16/2022)
• News Explorer, Is the Salton Sea hiding enough lithium to power America? (7/17/2022)
• Yahoo! News, US losing ground to China, Russia in South American lithium rush (7/19/2022)
• Forbes, 15 ‘Green’ Tech Innovations And Practices That Can Help Protect The Environment (7/19/2022)